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Current density, chemical shifts and aromaticity†
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The intimate link between chemical shifts and magnetic criteria for aromaticity prompts a search for
detailed understanding of patterns of current density induced in p systems by external magnetic
fields. Conceptual and practical advantages of calculation of current densities with a specific method
of distribution of origin of vector potential, the ipsocentric choice, where the induced current density at
each point is calculated with that point as origin, are outlined. This choice leads uniquely to canonical
molecular orbital contributions that are free of unphysical occupied–occupied mixing. Characteristic
magnetic response of delocalized p systems is then effectively restricted to the activity of a small number of
frontier electrons, governed by simple symmetry and node-counting rules, and readily visualized in current
density maps. Localized orbitals for s systems can also be used, again eliminating occupied–occupied
mixing. For integrated properties (magnetizability and nuclear shieldings), the ipsocentric method gives,
in a well-defined sense, the orbital contributions that are best for purposes of interpretation. The
general theory is illustrated by maps for a set of annelated pentalenes; the known benzopentalene
(1) and 1,2 : 4,5-dibenzopentalene (2), the still unknown isomer of 2, 1,2 : 5,6-dibenzopentalene (3), and
cyclopent[b,c]acenaphthylene (4), an unknown isomer of pyracylene, all of which consist of fusions of
formally aromatic and anti-aromatic p-conjugated systems. Copyright  2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

As with charge density in the study of electric properties,
current density is central to the understanding of molecular
magnetic properties and underpins the theory and practice
of NMR spectroscopy. Although the mapping of charge
density in molecules has a long history, it is only recently
that the construction of maps of induced current density
has become a standard theoretical tool. This seems all the
more surprising when it is recalled that the existence of
a specific feature in the induced current density, the ring
current, is taken as the basis for the (magnetic) criterion of
aromaticity.

Since the pioneering work of Pauling1 and London2 in
the 1930s, ring current has been invoked in the explanation
of the characteristic magnetic susceptibilities of aromatics3

and, since the classic paper of Pople,4 ring currents have been
inferred from the anomalous 1H shifts in aromatic molecules.
The ability to sustain a diatropic ring current is taken as the
signature of aromaticity in a cyclic molecule;5 in the same
way, paratropic ring current betokens anti-aromaticity.6 This
magnetic criterion is enshrined in the NICS method,7 where
a fictitious ‘nuclear shielding’ is calculated for a point at or
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near a ring centre as a numerical indicator of the existence,
strength and sense of the current and hence a measure of
aromaticity.

A more direct approach to ring-current aromaticity, the
inspection of the full spatial variation of current density
induced in an unsaturated planar system by a perpen-
dicular magnetic field, was for a long time blocked by
the problem of gauge dependence in computed magnetic
properties. Although the decomposition of properties such
as magnetizability and nuclear magnetic shielding into
diamagnetic (classical free-electron circulation) and para-
magnetic (quantum-mechanical response to molecular non-
uniformity) contributions is in a sense arbitrary, in that the
balance of these contributions depends on the choice of ori-
gin, total response properties should be invariant to this
choice. In practice, in calculations with a finite basis and
with a single origin of vector potential, computed proper-
ties are found to be far from invariant, and the underlying
current density is poorly represented. Substantial progress
in quantitative calculation of global properties was made as
it became clear that distribution of origin of vector potential
was advantageous,8 – 10 and the breakthrough in the treat-
ment of the basic underlying property, the current density,
was achieved when Keith and Bader11 proposed the ultimate
‘democratic’ distribution of origin—a treatment in which an
individual origin was used for calculation of current density
at every point in space. This ansatz, which in its simplest
version is often called ipsocentric12 (in that current density
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at any one point is calculated with that point as origin), has
important practical and conceptual advantages.12 – 16

The present paper summarizes this approach and shows
how ipsocentric calculations lead to a tractable qualitative
picture of magnetic aromaticity in which ring currents can
be attributed to features of frontier orbital structure and
hence can be understood qualitatively and also calculated
quantitatively. This leads to an interpretation of chemical
shifts at nuclei and at the notional NICS centres and an
interpretation of the survival and extinction of currents in
clamped systems, polycycles and heterocycles. Some new
calculations on benzo-fused pentalenes are used to illustrate
the power of the method and cast light on these problematic
systems.

The structure of the paper is as follows. First, the ipsocen-
tric calculation of current density is briefly outlined and
it is shown how this leads to a particular orbital model
of induced current. Connections with molecular symme-
try are then established, leading to rules of thumb for
aromaticity and anti-aromaticity and giving the basis of
a physical interpretation of orbital contributions. Finally,
the machinery of the ipsocentric method is applied to a
set of molecules of long-standing interest in the study
of aromaticity and its limits, the benzopentalenes. These
species incorporate nominally anti-aromatic pentalene and
aromatic benzene or naphthalene, giving scope for interplay
of local and global aromaticity/anti-aromaticity. Limited
experimental data are available for comparison. Benzopen-
talene (1) (cyclopent[a]indene) dimerizes above �70 °C in
CD2Cl2 solution, but a monomer 1H NMR spectrum is avail-
able, recorded at �70 °C.17 There is a low-resolution 1H
NMR spectrum for the more symmetrical dibenzopentalene
[1,2 : 4,5-dibenzopentalene (2)].18 The isomeric dibenzopen-
talene 1,2 : 5,6-dibenzopentalene (3) is so far unknown, as
is the species cyclopent[b,c]acenaphthylene (4), formally
a fusion of pentalene and naphthalene moieties, which
has been invoked as a pivotal transient intermediate in
high temperature, gas-phase reactions including the uni-
molecular rearrangement19 of pyracylene and the inter-
conversions of ethynyl-substituted acenaphthylenes and
bisethynylnaphthalenes.20 Computed maps21 of current den-
sity for 4 show clear separation of aromatic and anti-aromatic
regions. Comparison with 1 to 3 will show whether the mag-
netic identity of the pentalene subunit survives annelation in
more general situations.

INDUCED CURRENT DENSITY

The theory of the induced current density has been described
before, and detailed discussions of the ipsocentric approach
to gauge distribution have been published.12,22,23 Here
we summarize the main points of the derivation of the
magnetic response, in the particular form that leads to
a natural definition of molecular orbital contributions.12,23

We consider the closed-shell ground state of an N-electron
system, with doubly-occupied orbitals n �n D 1, 2, . . . ,N/2�
and unoccupied orbitals  p �p > N/2�, all of which
are eigenfunctions of a one-electron Hamiltonian OH0 with
corresponding eigenvalues (orbital energies) εn, εp. In our

calculations, the  n are Hartree–Fock orbitals and first-
order corrections are calculated with coupled-Hartree–Fock
theory, but could equally be obtained from empirical MO
theories or DFT. For a constant uniform magnetic field B, the
Hamiltonian is, to first order in B:

OH D OH0 C e2

2me
l̂.d/ · B

where l̂.d/ D .r � d/ ð p is the angular momentum operator
for rotation about the ‘gauge origin’ d of the magnetic
vector potential A D 1/2 B ð .r � d/ and p̂ D �ih̄r is the
linear momentum operator. Then the first-order induced
current density, j�1��r�, is a sum of terms, one for each doubly
occupied orbital  n:

jn�r� D � e2

me
B ð �r � d� n�r�2

C 2ieh̄
me

[ n�r�r �1�n �r��  �1�n �r�r n�r�]

The first term on the right-hand side, the ‘diamagnetic
current density’, j�dia�

n �r�, depends on the unperturbed orbital
density; the second, the ‘paramagnetic current density’,
j�para�

n �r�, depends also on the first-order correction,  �1�n . This
separation into diamagnetic and paramagnetic parts has
no special physical significance as terms can be rebalanced
within a constant total, by choice of gauge origin, which in
principle changes all orbital current densities jn�r�, as well
as their diamagnetic/paramagnetic breakdown, even in a
complete basis set.

To simplify the discussion, we consider the one-electron
Hamiltonian to be constructed from the usual kinetic and
local potential energy operators. Orbital degeneracy, self-
consistency, exchange and other non-local corrections24

complicate the argument, but do not change its essentials.23

The first-order correction to each occupied orbital n is then a
sum over excitations from that orbital to unoccupied orbitals
 p �p > N/2�:12

 �1�n �r� D � e
2me

∑
p>N/2

 p�r�
h pjl̂�d� Ð Bj ni

εp � εn

The key feature of this sum is that it excludes any
possibility of occupied–occupied mixings. By rewriting
the angular momentum operator for rotation about d as
l̂�d� D l̂�0�� d ð p̂, where l̂�0� refers to rotation about
the origin of coordinates, the first-order correction can
be split into two sums, corresponding to paramagnetic
and diatropic terms, each still excluding any reference to
occupied-occupied mixings. We have

 �1�n �r� D � e
2me


 ∑

p>N/2

 p�r�
h pjl̂�0�j ni
εp � εn


 Ð B

C e
2me


d ð

∑
p>N/2

 p�r�
h pjp̂j ni
εp � εn


 Ð B

In the first sum,  �para�
n �r�, the quantity h pjl̂�0�j ni is

an angular momentum transition moment, modulated by
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the orbital energy difference εp � εn, which determines
accessibility of unoccupied orbital  p from occupied  n

via a rotational transition. Similarly in the second sum,
 �dia�

n �r�, the numerator h pjp̂j ni is a linear-momentum
transition moment, modulated by εp � εn, which determines
the accessibility of unoccupied  p from occupied  n via
a translational transition. Exclusion of occupied-to-occupied
orbital transitions from the sums follows from antisymmetry
properties of the N-electron wavefunction.

The essential insight of Keith and Bader11 was that the
gauge origin need not be the same for all positions r, but may
be any finite single-valued parametric function of position,
d(r), with the induced current density j�1��r� at each point
r computed with respect to d(r). The ipsocentric choice,
d � r D 0, leads to formal annihilation of the diamagnetic
term j�dia�

n �r� for every orbital, hence one of its acronyms,
CTOCD-DZ14,15 (continuous transformation of origin for
current density, diamagnetic-zero).

Gauge-origin dependence for choices of arbitrary gauge
origin d can be expressed with respect to the ipsocentric
current density as reference. The full derivation of the
result is given with all mathematical detail elsewhere,23

and is summarized briefly here. First, an auxiliary function
is defined, through which non-physical translational occu-
pied–occupied mixings are explicitly reinstated in j�dia�

n �r�;
this is shown to give rise to gauge-origin dependence of
orbital contributions, with strength proportional to the dis-
placement of r from d. The d-dependent terms cancel when
orbital contributions with the same d function are summed,
so that, unlike the orbital contributions, the total current den-
sity in a complete basis is always independent of the choice
of gauge origin. These redundant non-physical terms are
eliminated from individual orbital current densities if and
only if the diamagnetic term is itself eliminated, that is, if and
only if the formulation is ipsocentric. In any other formu-
lation, the contribution of an occupied-to-occupied orbital
transition  n !  m in jn is cancelled by the contribution of
the reversed transition  m !  n in jm. Thus, for example,
if the first is a diamagnetic contribution, the second is an
opposing paramagnetic contribution of equal magnitude.

In general, the cancelling contributions can become
arbitrarily large, and this removes all hope of a convincing
interpretation of a total property in terms of the orbitals.
Such contributions must be rigorously excluded if orbital
contributions are to make physical sense. The ipsocentric
orbital contributions formulation have specific physical
significance in that, orbital by orbital, the current density at
each point r is the local response of the electron distribution
to the twisting force of the magnetic field. Ipsocentric orbital
contributions are sums of local magnetic dipole transition
moments that determine the accessibility of unoccupied
orbital  p from orbital  n, weighted by the orbital energy
difference.

For� systems, maps of current density are usually plotted
as projections of the current density induced by a perpendicu-
lar external magnetic field; decomposition into contributions
from � and � subsystems and into more detailed orbital-
by-orbital maps can then be made as required. The standard
theoretical level for calculation of the maps is with optimized

geometries at the restricted Hartree–Fock (RHF) level, in the
6–31GŁŁ basis set, with calculation of the induced current
density by solution of the coupled Hartree–Fock equations
in the ipsocentric description. Integration over all space of
the current density in combination with appropriate oper-
ators leads to magnetizability (magnetic susceptibility) and
magnetic shieldings. These quantities all depend linearly on
the induced current density. As this current density is a
sum of orbital contributions, so are the integrated magnetic
response properties, and the ipsocentric approach again
gives an economical interpretation of response properties,
even if in practice other variants of the method (such as
CTOCD-PZ215) and/or larger basis sets are used to perform
the integrated calculations.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERPRETATION:
SYMMETRY RULES AND MONOCYCLES

The form of the ipsocentric first-order wavefunction, with the
restriction of the sum to occupied-virtual transitions, and the
occurrence of orbital energy differences in the denominators,
suggests that, other things being equal, current density
will arise from the activity of relatively few electrons near
the HOMO energy, where the gap between occupied and
empty orbitals is smallest. Truly delocalized systems have
this feature, with contributions concentrated in the frontier
canonical orbitals; more localized systems show a spread of
contributions from a wider range of orbitals. The number of
contributing orbitals and the ‘open’ or ‘closed’ nature of the
orbital circulations can be used to give an intrinsic magnetic
criterion of localizability of orbitals.22

A very general consequence of the form of the first-
order wavefunction is that since the response of the
electrons to the external field is determined by transition
moments of operators with well-defined symmetries, there
should be clear selection rules for the contributions,12 and
a strong connection between aspects of the symmetry
of a molecule and its aromaticity/anti-aromaticity on the
magnetic criterion. This connection is most easily seen for
planar carbocycles,13 the subjects of the classical Hückel
4n C 2/4n rules, but it has implications for all systems with
exact or approximate symmetry.

Consider a planar conjugated system in which the ring
currents are induced by a magnetic field at right angles to
the molecular (x,y) plane. Symmetry determines whether a
transition from occupied orbital n to unoccupied orbital m
can contribute to the current density, spatial distribution
of the orbitals determines whether an allowed transition
moment will be large or small and the difference in orbital
energies affects the relative weight of a given transition
moment in the total current. If G is the point group of the
field-free molecule, then a contribution can be classified as
conventionally diamagnetic or paramagnetic (with respect
to an origin that is unshifted under all operations of G)
using the symmetries in G. If � n�, �Rz� and �Tx, Ty�
denote representations of an orbital (or degenerate set of
orbitals), rotation around the field direction and the two
translations at right angles to the field, then, since angular
and linear momentum operators transform as rotations and
translations, respectively, the transition  n !  m makes
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a conventionally diamagnetic (diatropic) contribution to
current density if the product � n�ð �Tx, Ty�ð � m�
contains a totally symmetric component, a conventionally
paramagnetic (paratropic) contribution to current density
if the product � n�ð �Rz�ð � m� contains a totally
symmetric component, a mixed contribution if both products
have such a component and no contribution if neither
product has one.

Under Hückel approximations for a ring of N atoms with
equal Coulomb parameters ˛ connected by bonds of equal
resonance parameter ˇ, the � molecular orbital energies
are given by the well-known Frost-circle construction,25

where energies correspond to the heights of vertices of
an inscribed N-gon inscribed standing on one corner in a
circle of radius 2ˇ drawn about the origin, and orbitals
are sine/cosine combinations associated with an angular
momentum quantum number � D 0, 1, . . ., (N/2) (N even),
. . . , �N � 1�/2 (N odd). Closed-shell configurations occur
at ‘aromatic’ counts of 4n C 2 D 2, 6, 10, . . . and, in the
same approximation, open shells with two electrons in
two degenerate orbitals occur at ‘anti-aromatic’ counts
4n D 4, 8, . . . �-electrons.

For monocycles, the outline of the ipsocentric description
of currents is then as follows. In the closed-shell 4n C 2
configurations, the occupied orbitals form complete shells.
Since in-plane rotation mixes only orbitals of equal �, it
cannot produce occupied-to-virtual transitions. On the other
hand, in-plane translational operators introduce (or delete)
nodes and therefore mix orbitals on adjacent rungs of the
energy ladder that differ by š1 in �. The sole occupied-to-
virtual translational transitions in the (4n C 2) system are
therefore HOMO to LUMO, and so, in a (4n C 2)-electron
monocycle, the ring current arises solely from mobility of the
HOMO electrons and is wholly diamagnetic. Except when
n D 0, the HOMO is doubly degenerate and the (4n C 2)
system has four-electron diamagnetism.13 This conclusion
survives at the ab initio level [see Fig. 1(a)].

In 4n systems, the � system has half-filling of the
angular momentum shell of highest �. In full DNh symmetry,
this would lead to an open-shell e2 configuration, but
distortion lifts this degeneracy, for example, in a bond-
alternated D�N/2�h structure. In the reduced symmetry, the
HOMO–LUMO pair splits into non-degenerate components
related by a rotational transition with a small energy
denominator. This HOMO–LUMO term dominates the sum
over states, producing a strong two-electron paramagnetic �
ring current.13 Other rotational and translational transitions
introduced by the lowering in symmetry are less important
in small ring systems. Again, this conclusion survives at the
ab initio level [see Fig. 1(b)].

This account of the origin of diatropic and paratropic ring
currents in the frontier electronic structure of monocycles
is essentially graph theoretical in nature—the selection
rules hinge on node-counting and angular-momentum
projection rather than exact point-group symmetry, and they
can therefore be expected to survive in less symmetrical
situations as more-or-less strict propensity rules. Currents
are predicted to persist under a lowering of symmetry that
introduces splittings without altering nodal character as

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Maps of � ring current in monocycles and the � � �Ł

transitions that produce them. For (a) benzene and (b)
cyclooctatetraene (COT) in a constrained planar geometry, the
figure shows the map of � current density induced by a
perpendicular magnetic field, plotted in a plane 1 a0 above that
of the nuclei, calculated with the ipsocentric method in the
6–31GŁŁ basis at the best RHF planar geometry for that
basis,12,13 with a schematic representation of the main orbital
contribution. In benzene, the transition is node increasing and
the current diatropic; in COT, the transition is node preserving
and the current paratropic.

Figure 2. Map of � ring current in pentalene, showing the
induced � current density in the conventions of Fig. 1, at the
(C2h) RHF optimized geometry of this bicyclic molecule,
together with a schematic representation of the main orbital
contribution. The HOMO–LUMO transition, descended from
the same � � �Ł transition in planar COT, preserves node
count and the � current is therefore paratropic.

in, e.g., carbon-rich heterocycles such as C2v pyridine, or
under purely geometric distortion of a central monocycle, as
in ‘clamped’ benzene and cyclooctatetraene (COT) systems
where the annelated clamping groups are saturated and
introduce only �/�Ł orbitals around the �/�Ł frontier.26
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Figure 3. Geometries and integrated magnetic properties of annelated pentalenes. On the left are the RHF/6–31GŁŁ (unbracketed)
and B3LYP/6–31GŁŁ (bracketed) optimized bond lengths of benzopentalene [1 (Cs)],17 1,2 : 4,5-dibenzopentalene [2 (C2h)],18

1,2 : 5,6-dibenzopentalene [3 (Cs)], and cyclopenta[b,c]acenaphthylene [4 (C1 at the RHF level, Cs at the DFT level)]. On the right are
the chemical shifts for the same molecules: computed CTOCD-PZ2/6–31GŁŁ//RHF/6–31GŁŁ1H NMR and NICS shifts are shown in
square brackets. Available experimental 1H NMR chemical shifts are shown in italics.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Maps of induced ring current in benzopentalene [1 (Cs)]. Plotting conventions as in Fig. 1. The maps show (a) the
contribution of all (� C �) orbitals; (b) the contribution of all � orbitals; (c) the contribution of the HOMO; and (d) the contribution of
the three � orbitals lying immediately below the HOMO.

Systems such as the trannulenes, where strict �/� separation
has been lost, but where the nodal structure of the � system
persists in the manifold of radial orbitals also obey these
rules.27 On the other hand, perturbations which alter the
HOMO and LUMO structure, as when an unsaturated
clamping group introduces new orbitals at the frontier,26

or when the � orbitals of a heterocycle localize under large
electronegativity gradients, as in B3N3H6,22,28 will typically
lead to loss of global ring current.

Considerations of symmetry and nodal character can be
used to understand ring and perimeter currents in polycyclic
systems, as will be demonstrated in detail for the benzo-
fused pentalenes below. In pentalene itself, with 4n D 8�
electrons on eight centres, HOMO and LUMO correspond
to originally degenerate � D 2 non-bonding levels of the
octagonal cycle. Stabilization of one level by adding a cross-
link to the cycle leaves the other as a formally non-bonding
LUMO, separated from the HOMO by a small gap, and
so pentalene has a strong paratropic perimeter circulation
(see Fig. 2) for the same reasons that COT in constrained
planar geometries supports an (anti-aromatic) paratropic
ring current.29 Similarly, the diatropic perimeter current of
naphthalene is a descendant of the ring current of the planar

form of a [10] annulene.29,30 These results are compatible
with simple electron counting, but follow specifically from
the preservation of frontier-orbital topology on symmetrical
cross-linking. Electron counting alone would not be sufficient
if this match of orbitals were absent. Systems such as
corannulene and coronene, circulene topologies supporting
counter-rotating currents,31,32 illustrate the need to go beyond
simple electron bookkeeping.

A detailed analysis of the nuclear (and nucleus-
independent) shieldings in benzene has been published
elsewhere,23 and has shown that the ipsocentric description
cast in terms of appropriate molecular orbitals (delocalized
canonical orbitals for �, localized orbitals for �) leads to
the most economical description of the orbital origins of the
characteristic components of shielding and magnetizability
tensors. One striking conclusion of the study is that, even
for this simple molecular system, whereas the current den-
sity map allows interpretation of shieldings (and indeed can
predict them quantitatively on integration), it can be risky to
try to infer the current pattern from a shielding value, par-
ticularly if that value is itself an isotropic average, a single
measured shift or a NICS. Reproducibility of experimental
chemical shifts is an important test of theoretical current
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total π

4au 3bg + 4bg + 3au

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5. Maps of ring current induced in 1,2 : 4,5-dibenzopentalene [2 (C2h)]. Plotting conventions as in Fig. 1. The maps show (a)
the contribution of all (� C �) orbitals; (b) the contribution of all � orbitals; (c) the contribution of the HOMO; and (d) the contribution
of the three � orbitals lying immediately below the HOMO.

densities, which they have been shown to pass,21,33,34 but
inspection of maps computed at even a modest level may
reveal a rich variety of behaviour that is obscured by the
integration and averaging processes.

CURRENT DENSITY MAPS FOR THE
BENZOPENTALENES

The geometries of the benzopentalenes 1–3 were optimized
at the RHF/6–31GŁŁ and B3LYP/6–31GŁŁ levels of theory
using GAMESS-UK,35 and the RHF optimized structures
were used in the computation of current-density maps
with the SYSMO program.36 Molecules 1–3 each show
no essential difference in geometry or symmetry between
RHF and DFT structures. For benzopentalene (1), 1,2 : 4,5-
dibenzopentalene (2) and 1,2 : 5,6-dibenzopentalene (3), the
optimized structures belong to Cs, C2h and Cs point groups,
respectively. Hessian calculations were used to check
that all structures were all genuine minima. Although
the point groups found for 1 and 2 are maximal, that
of 3 is reduced from C2v, as could be expected from
simple considerations since a Hückel calculation shows
the bond–bond polarizability matrix for this molecule to
have one large eigenvalue (jˇ��maxj D 1.834), just exceeding
the threshold value37 for realization of � distortivity. In

the distortion implied by the maximal bond-polarizability
eigenvector, 1,2 : 5,6-dibenzopentalene (3) possesses two non-
identical annelated hexagons, one with three mobile double
bonds and one with two fixed double bonds. The loss of
symmetry in 3 persists at the DFT level; the optimization
in the 6–31GŁŁ basis with the B3LYP functional also yields
a Cs geometry. This picture is supported by a survey of
the computed bond lengths in the series 1–3. Whereas in the
cases of 1 and 2 the hexagons are still recognizably benzenoid,
in the case of 3 two distinct hexagons are discernible, i.e. one
with typical benzenoid carbon–carbon bond lengths and
one with typical bond alternation as found in polyenes (see
Fig. 3). Figure 3 also includes the C1 RHF/6–31GŁŁ geometry
of 4, which loses its small distortions and returns to Cs

symmetry at the B3LYP/6–31GŁŁ level;21 both sets of bond
lengths are shown in Fig.3.

Current-density maps for systems 1–3 were computed in
the ipsocentric CTOCD-DZ approach described above, and
are shown in Figs 4–6. Similar maps are available for 4.21

Nuclear magnetic shielding tensors were computed using
the same basis in the CTOCD-PZ2 approach15 for the 1H
sites, and also for the geometric centres of all rings. Mean
1H shieldings ��1H� were converted to shifts υ�1H� through
the approximate relation υ D 30.8 � 106 ð �,15,33,34 and mean
shieldings at ring centres converted to NICS7 values by
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6. Maps of ring current induced in 1,2 : 5,6-dibenzopentalene [3 (Cs)]. Plotting conventions as in Fig. 1. The maps show (a) the
contribution of all (� C �) orbitals; (b) the contribution of all � orbitals; (c) the contribution of the HOMO; and (d) the contribution of
the two most significant � orbitals below the HOMO.

change of sign. The various calculated shifts are shown with
the molecular structures in Fig. 3, with the published data20

for 4 for comparison. The use of the PZ2 technique for the
calculation of shieldings rather than the DZ (ipsocentric)
method used for the diaplayed maps perhaps requires some
comment. It has been shown15 that of the two methods,
both of which distribute fully the origin of vector potential,
it is PZ2 that gives the integrated properties that converge
more rapidly to the basis-set limit. However, maps from
PZ(2) and DZ approaches are visually similar, apart from
the regions close to nuclei,16 and they therefore give the
same messages about the presence or absence of global ring
currents, delocalization and aromaticity. Integration to give
nuclear shielding is sensitive to regions near the nucleus,
hence the technical superiority of PZ2 for this task. For the
maps, DZ is used for its economy, but most importantly for
the unique advantages of its orbital-by-orbital partition.23

In each set of current-density maps, the total (� C �)
current is shown, and also the pure � contribution to it,
projected in the plotting plane 1 Bohr (1a0) above that of

the nuclei. The maps give a direct and clear visualization
of the differences amongst the various annelated pentalenes
1–3.

Thus, in benzopentalene (1, Fig. 4), annelation of a
single benzene ring to the pentalene core has produced
a molecule that retains distinct diatropic and paratropic
regions, with pentalene keeping its identity as a locally
anti-aromatic 8�-electron circuit that supports a paratropic
ring current, and benzene preserving its locally aromatic
character. Current strength can be estimated by inspection
of the largest arrows in the regions over the various
CC bonds: over the perimeter of the benzene ring in 1,
these vary from 0.050 to 0.075 (in atomic units of current
density per unit inducing field), or from 63 to 95% of
the value (0.080 a.u.) calculated in the same way for
benzene itself; the pentalene unit has paratropic currents
of similar strength (0.062 to 0.090 a.u.) around the perimeter,
but the strongest current is over the benzene–pentalene
fusion bond, where the two circulations reinforce to give
0.012 a.u, or 140% of the benzene standard value. Further
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analysis of the orbital contributions shows that the pentalene
circulation is a feature arising essentially from the response
of the two HOMO electrons (6a00), whereas the benzene
circulation is part of a general diatropic perimeter current,
with significant contributions from at least three orbitals
[HOMO-1�5a00�C HOMO-2�4a00�C HOMO-3�3a00�] below the
HOMO. The partition of current into two regions of counter-
circulation is consistent with and explains the trend of the
NICS values for the three rings. In the low Cs point group of
this system, the symmetry forms of the diatropic/paratropic
selection rules are not helpful, since the relevant operators
are trivially symmetric: �Tx,Ty� D �Rz� D a0, but the
current is still understandable in orbital node-counting
terms. The HOMO–LUMO transition involves local rotation
of the nodal structure over the pentalene moiety, whereas
transitions from HOMO-1 (5a00), HOMO-2 (4a00), HOMO-3
(3a00) to LUMO C 1�8a00�, LUMO C 2�9a00�, LUMO C 3�10a00�
all involve an increase of one node in the benzene ring
[Fig. 7(a)].

The observation of distinct diatropic and paratropic ring
current in 1 is also reflected in the computed 1H NMR
chemical shifts computed by appropriate integration of its
induced current density. For this purpose, bearing in mind
the modest size of the 6–31GŁŁ basis, the paramagnetic
zero (PZ2) variant of CTOCD15 as implemented in SYSMO36

was used. Previously, we have shown that the CTOCD-PZ2
approach gives 1H NMR chemical shifts that are of sufficient
quality for structural assignment.21,33,34 In agreement with
the limited experimental 1H NMR shift data for 1,17

the pentalene-type hydrogens are all shifted upfield and
positioned in the olefinic region. In contrast, the benzenoid
hydrogens of 1 remain positioned in the aromatic region
(Fig. 3). This difference between rings is further substantiated
by the CTOCD-PZ2 nucleus-independent chemical shifts
[NICS (0.0 Å)] calculated in the ring centres of the distinct
five- and six-membered rings of 1 (Fig. 3).

The maps for 1,2 : 4,5-dibenzopentalene (2) show a further
development on the same theme (Fig. 5). Now the current
pattern has three distinct regions, with a central paratropic
pentalene bordered by two diatropic benzene rings. Currents
in the perimeter are of similar strength (70–100%) to those in
benzene; in the benzene–pentalene fusion bonds where the
sub-unit currents reinforce, they reach 125% of the benzene
value. The pentalene current is again a two-�-electron
contribution (from the 4au HOMO), characteristic of the
HOMO–LUMO transition of an anti-aromatic 4n cycle; local
benzene currents again arise as part of a general diatropic
perimeter circulation that has significant contributions from
several of the orbitals that lie just below the HOMO. The
local rotational character of the HOMO–LUMO transition
can again be seen from the nodal structure of the frontier
orbitals of 2 [Fig. 7(b)].

The presence of the distinct diatropic and paratropic ring
currents in the hexagons and pentagons, respectively, of 2
is again reflected in the computed 1H NMR chemical shifts
computed by integration of the induced current density.
NICS values for individual rings are again readily explained
by the regional character of the current patterns.

This straightforward interpretation of currents as super-
positions of pentalene-like and benzene-like contributions in
the case of benzopentalene (1) and 1,2 : 4,5-dibenzopentalene
(2) breaks down for 1,2 : 5,6-dibenzopentalene (3), where one
of the benzene rings has been subsumed into a strong para-
tropic current that extends beyond the pentalene rings. The
extended paratropic unit is again a 4n cycle, now comprising
12 carbon centres, and its strong current arises from the 8a00

HOMO of 3; and the weaker diatropic current on the ‘aro-
matic’ benzene ring has contributions from HOMO-2 (6a00)
and HOMO-3 (5a00), and from other frontier orbitals. Reduced
(positive and negative) NICS values are consistent with this
overall pattern. In fact, both the current-density maps and
NICS values show that one of the hexagons lacks benzenoid
character. Further analysis in terms of localized � orbitals
could prove illuminating.

The computed CTOCD-PZ2 1H NMR chemical shifts
for 3 obtained by integration of induced current density
(Fig. 3) show that the hydrogens of the pentalene and one
of the hexagon are markedly shifted upfield. In contrast, the
hydrogens of the other hexagon are positioned downfield.
The computed NICS values are consistent with the latter
hexagon sustaining a diatropic ring current and the former
supporting an only weakly paratropic current.

Finally, we note that cyclopent[b,c]acenaphthylene (4),
which consists of a pentalene annelated to a naphthalene, is
similar in behaviour to 1 and 2, having a well-defined pen-
talene circulation and a diatropic counter-circulation in the
‘aromatic’ remainder of the molecule (see Fig. 8). The orbital
origin of these currents has been described elsewhere,21

and is again consistent with the nodal characteristics of the
frontier orbitals. In fact, a detailed analysis of computed
current-density maps shows that 4 constitutes an annelated
pentalene according to the magnetic criterion of aromaticity,
and provides an explanation for the markedly different NICS
values in the two ‘naphthalene-like’ hexagons of 4 (Fig. 3).

CONCLUSION

This discussion of a single family of polycyclic molecules
shows the qualitative insight into the patterns of delocaliza-
tion and current flow that can be gained from ipsocentric
mapping of induced current density. Given the modest com-
putational cost, and clear underlying chemical rationale in

Figure 8. Map of � ring current induced in
cyclopenta[b,c]acenaphthylene [4 (Cs)]. Plotting conventions
as in Fig. 1.
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terms of orbitals, energies, nodes and symmetries, it can be
expected that plotting of current-density maps will become a
standard tool for the resolution of debates about aromaticity
and for the interpretation of the otherwise opaque numer-
ical values provided by chemical shift measurement and
calculation.
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